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What is “Design”?
Design is a plan and a process. It is a plan to build an object 
or system and/or for the implementation of the results. 

 A plan to build an object or system.
 This includes visual communications (2D design), objects and spaces 

(3D design), and interactive systems (UI/UX design).

 The implementation of a system or process.
 The creative process, communication via visual or interactive arts, 

brainstorming methods, interactive workshops, and establishing 
research or design methodologies.



Design Fundamentals
The fundamentals of design are the foundation of every visual medium, 
from fine art to modern web design. They're even present in seemingly 
unimportant details, like the fonts that make up most compositions.

 Theory of Gestalt

 Principles of Design

 Elements of Design



Theory 
of Gestalt



What is Gestalt?
“The whole of anything is greater than its individual parts.”

 The word Gestalt is used in modern German to mean the way a thing has been 
“placed,” or “put together.”

 Gestalt is a cross-disciplinary theory. It deals with the study of perception and the 
subconscious tendency to recognize patterns. 

 The primary principles of Gestalt are similarity, continuation, closure, proximity, 
figure/ground, and symmetry***

***There are arguably more! But let’s focus on these for now.



SYMMETRY
When an object is perceived to have 
order based upon structural balance.

FIGURE / GROUND
When the eye differentiates an 

element from its surrounding area.

CONTINUANCE
When the mind completes incomplete 
objects based on available elements. 

CLOSURE
When the eye is compelled to move 

from one object to another.

SIMILARITY
When elements look similar 
based upon shared traits. 

PROXIMITY
When elements appear as a group 

based upon relative closeness. 



Design
Fundamentals



Who gives a C.R.A.P.
There are anywhere between 4 to 12 basic design principles derived from the 
principles of gestalt. However, most are derivatives of 4 primary principles:

 CONTRAST
 Making elements different and 

distinct increases understanding.
 Relates to Figure / Ground

 REPETITION
 Repeating visual elements 

create a strong sense of unity.
 Relates to Similarity 

 ALIGNMENT
 Placement of elements according to shape 

and direction assists with interaction. 
 Relates to Closure and Continuance 

 PROXIMITY
 Relationships between elements are 

determined by their relative closeness. 
 Relates to Proximity 



CONTRAST
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ALIGNMENT



PROXIMITY



Design Elements
The basic visual tools used to convey a message that is intuitive, 
aesthetically pleasing, and easily observed.

 Attract attention to designs. 

 Add visual appeal to designs. 

 Creates areas of attention, interaction, or held focus. 

 Provides a sense of direction and/or movement. 

 Provide a sense of space, place, or boundary. 

 Create a mood or association.



TEXTURE
Texture is the physical quality 
of a surface. This applies to real 
(haptics) or implied texture. 

POINT

Refers to the intentional use or 
variation of color to draw 
attention, enhance a 
composition, or invoke a mood.

COLOR / TONE

A point is an area of held 
focus. It indicates a point of 
entry, exit, or interaction.

SHAPE / FORM
A shape is any two-dimensional 
area with a recognizable boundary. 
When a shape becomes 3D, it is 
referred to as form. 

LINE
A line is a shape that 
connects two or more 
points.

PERSPECTIVE
Perspective is the created 
illusion of physical depth. 



LINE
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Why is 
any of this 
important?



Communication!



Good design promotes legibility!



Good design provides clarity!



Good design encourages engagement!



Good design sets a mood!



Good design provides a voice!

Dr. Henry Bernard, PhD 

Neural Surgeon 

Dr. Henry Bernard, PhD 

Neural Surgeon 



“Good design 
is obvious. 

Great design
is transparent.”

Joe Sparano







Applications



Design is a guide for life!
Design provides a framework for how 
people think, interact, and react to your 
message!

Design provides:

 Universal visual language

 Empathy-driven creative process

 Predictive research methodologies 



Q & A



THANK YOU!!!

Contact me:

dkentkerr@gmail.com

www.kentkerr.com
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